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"Activists Appeal for Release of Palestinian Family from Syria in Turkey" 

• Palestinian Refugees Raise Concerns over Uncontrolled Arms-Possession 

in AlBadawi Camp 

• A family appeal for information over Palestinian refugee Ahmad Darwish 

• Residents of AlNeirab Camp for Palestinian Refugees Garner 11 Medals at 

Aleppo’s Karate Championship 

• Cash Aids Transferred to Palestinians from Syria in Lebanon  



 

Latest Developments 

In appeals published on her Facebook page, Palestinian activist 

Fatima Jaber urged Palestine’s Ambassador to Turkey, the human 

rights NGOs, and all concerned institutions to join forces in order 

to pressurize the Turkish authorities to release a Palestinian family 

from Syria whose members have been detained for over seven days 

running. 

Jaber said Hoda Abdul Rahim Abdullah, her daughter Nahla 

Mohamed Alyan, and her sons Mohamed Ayman Daouah, aged 

three, and one-year-old toddler Omar Ayman Daouah, disappeared 

on April 11 on their way to Greece via the Turkish borders.  

 

On Monday, the father was told that the family members have been 

detained by the Turkish gendarmerie inside a detention camp in 

Edirne’s forests, west of Turkey. The family had also reportedly 

been subjected to a property-theft assault on the migration route. 

The Turkish gendarmerie allegedly smashed their mobile phones 

to prevent them from reaching out to other parties. 



 

According to the activist, toddler Omar was transferred to a 

hospital on Monday, April 15, after heavy rains fell on his 

vulnerable body. He is in a critical condition. 

In another development, hundreds of displaced Palestinian 

families sheltered in AlBadawi Camp, in the northern Lebanese 

city of Tripoli, have launched cries for help over the security 

mayhem rocking the area due to the uncontrolled circulation of 

weapons. 

On Monday, a Syrian national was reportedly shot and injured in 

his leg by two unidentified gunmen, sparking panic among 

civilians, particularly children. 

Palestinian refugees taking shelter in the camp have appealed to 

the local popular committees to make urgent steps in response to 

the arbitrary shootouts carried out by gunmen in the camp. 

Statistics conducted by local NGOs documented a remarkable 

decrease in the number of Palestinian families from Syria sheltered 

in AlBadawi Camp owing to the life-threatening security turmoil 

along with the dire socio-economic conditions and ambivalent 

legal status endured by the displaced families. 

Meanwhile, a Palestinian family continues to appeal for 

information over the fate of Palestinian refugee Ahmad Faysal 

Darwish, who has been secretly locked up in Syrian state prisons 

for the sixth consecutive year. 

Ahmad, a resident of AlHajar AlAswad, in Rif Dimashq, was 

kidnapped on February 11, 2013 at the Batikha checkpoint, set up 



 

at the entrance to Yarmouk Camp. His condition and whereabouts 

have been shrouded in mystery. 

 

AGPS documented the detention of 1,748 Palestinian refugees in 

Syrian state dungeons, among them 107 women and dozens of 

minors. 

In the meantime, members of Haytham Melhem Club, from 

AlNeirab Camp for Palestinian refugees, won 11 medals as part of 

Aleppo’s Karate Championship held on April 12 and 13 in AlAssad 

Sports Arena, the 2nd largest indoor sports hall in Aleppo. 

 



 

Dozens of displaced Palestinian refugees have achieved success 

stories, despite of the traumatic upshots wrought by daily scenes of 

bloodshed and destruction across the embattled Syrian territories. 

In another development, UNRWA has delivered cash aids to 

the Palestinians of Syria in Lebanon via ATM cards. 

Every Palestinian family from Syria received a rental allowance of 

$100 and a food allowance worth 27$ per every refugee. 

Some 28,000 Palestinian refugees from Syria seeking shelter in 

Lebanon have been subjected to dire socio-economic conditions 

and a precarious legal status as the Lebanese authorities continue 

to rebuff their appeals for legal visas and access to the local labor 

market. 


